Fun Summer Reading and Listening For Rising Fifth Graders• 2024
A Collaboration of the Newton Public School Library Teachers & the Newton Free Library Youth Services Librarians

330 Homer Street, Newton, MA 02459 • (617) 796-1360

Fiction
1. Broaddus, Maurice. Unfadeable. (TWEEN, EB, EA, P)
2. Chokshi, Roshani. The Spirit Glass. (J FIC, EB, EA)
3. Crowder, Tracy Occomy. Montgomery and the Case of the Golden Key. (J FIC, EB, EA)
4. Davies, Jacqueline. The International House of Dereliction. (J FIC, EB, EA, P)
5. Farr, David. The Book of Stolen Dreams. (J FIC, EB)
9. Lyall, Casey. Gnome is Where Your Heart Is. (J FIC, EB, EA, CD)
10. Marrero, Letisha. Salsa Magic. (J FIC, EB, EA, P)
11. McNicoll, Elle. Like a Charm. (J FIC, EB, EA, P)
12. Mix, Rebecca. The Mossheart’s Promise. (J FIC, EB, EA, CD)
13. Morrell, Christyne. Trex. (J FIC, EB, EA)
14. Oh, Ellen. You are Here: Connecting Flights. (J SS YOU, EB, EA, P)
15. Perkins, Mitali. Hope in the Valley. (J FIC, EB, EA)
17. Schmidt, Gary D. The Labors of Hercules Beal. (J FIC, EB, EA, P)
18. Ursu, Anne. Not Quite a Ghost. (J FIC, EB, EA, P)

Graphic
20. Roman, Dave. Unicorn Boy. (J GRAPHIC, EB)

Nonfiction and Biography
22. Birmingham, Maria. Are We There Yet? (J 629 BIRMINGHAM, EB)
24. Harris, Chris. My Head has a Bellyache. (J 808.8 H24M, EB, EA)
25. Kennedy, Katie. Presidents Decoded. (J 973.01 KENNEDY, EB)
26. Kennington, Tim. This Book is Full of Brains. (J 612.82 K39T)
27. Spicer Rice, Eleanor. Unseen Jungle. (J 579 S85U, EB)
28. Stevenson, Robin. Kid Olympians. (J 920 STEVENSON, EB, EA)
29. Yolen, Jane. In and Out the Window. (J 821 YOLEN, EB, EA)

Need even more books to read? Check the shelves for this author we love!
Author: Claribel Ortega

CD = Book on CD, P = Playaway, EB = E-Book, EA = E-Audiobook